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ABSTRACT
A nanorobot is a tiny machine designed to perform a specific tasks repeatedly and with precision at nanoscale dimensions. Nanorobotics will have a diameter
of about 0.5 to 3 microns and will be constructed out of parts with dimensions in the range of 1 to 100 nanometres. Nanorobotics has strong potential to
revolutionize healthcare, to treat disease in future. It opens up new ways for vast, abundant research work. Nanotechnology will change health care and human
life more profoundly than other developments. Consequently they will change the shape of the industry, broadening the product development and marketing
interactions between Pharma, Biotech, Diagnostic and Healthcare industries.
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INTRODUCTION
Nanorobots are nanodevices that will be used for the purpose
of maintaining and protecting the human body against
pathogens. The chemical inertness of diamond is proved by
several experimental studies. The smoother and more
flawless the coating, the less the reaction from the body’s
immune system. Such devices have been designed in recent
years but no working model has been built so far. The
powering of the nanorobots can be done by metabolising
local glucose and oxygen for energy. In a clinical
environment, another option would be externally supplied
acoustic energy. Other sources of energy within the body can
also be used to supply the necessary energy for the devices.
They will have simple onboard computers capable of
performing around 1000 or fewer computations per second.
This is because their computing needs are simple.
Communication with the device can be achieved by
broadcast-type acoustic signalling. A navigational network
may be installed in the body, with station keeping
navigational elements providing high positional accuracy to
all passing nanorobots that interrogate them, wanting to know
their location. This will enable the physician to keep track of
the various devices in the body. These nanorobots will be
able to distinguish between different cell types by checking
their surface antigen. This is accomplished by the use of
chemotactic sensors keyed to the specific antigens on the
target cells. When the task of the nanorobots is completed,
they can be retrieved by allowing them to exfuse themselves
via the usual human excretory channels. They can also be
removed by active scavenger systems.1-2
COMPOSITION OF NANOROBOTS
They will have a diameter of about 0.5 to 3 microns and will
be constructed out of parts with dimensions in the range of 1
to 100 nanometers. Carbon will likely be the principal
element comprising the bulk of a medical nanorobot,
probably in the form of diamond or fullerene
nanocomposites. Many other light elements such as
hydrogen, sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, silicon, etc. will
be used for special purposes in nanoscale gears and other
components.3

IMPORTANCE OF NANOROBOTS FOR HEALTH
Blood clots: Blood clots can cause complications ranging
from muscle death to a stroke. Nanorobots could travel to a
clot and break it up. This application is one of the most
dangerous uses for nanorobots the robot must be able to
remove the blockage without losing small pieces in the
bloodstream, which could then travel elsewhere in the body
and cause more problems. The robot must also be small
enough so that it doesn't block the flow of blood itself.
Clottocyte nanorobots function similarly to the platelets in
our blood. Platelets stick together in a wound to form a clot,
stopping blood flow. Depending on the size of the wound,
significant blood loss can occur before a clot is formed. A
system of clottocyte nanorobots would store fibers until they
encounter a wound. At that point, the nanorobots would
disperse their fibers, which would then come together to
create a clot in a fraction of the time that platelets do.4
Nanorobotic dentifrice: Nanodental techniques involve
many tissue engineering procedures for major tooth repair.
Mainly nanorobotics manufacture and installation of a
biologically autologous whole replacement tooth that
includes both mineral and cellular components which leads to
complete dentition replacement therapy. Nanorobotic
manufacture and installation of a biologically autologous
whole replacement tooth that includes both mineral and
cellular components, that is, 'complete dentition replacement
therapy' should become feasible within the time and
economic constraints of a typical office visit through the use
of an affordable desktop manufacturing facility, which would
fabricate the new tooth in the dentist's office. Advantage of
these latest developments in the area of nanotechnology to
simulate the natural biomineralization process to create the
hardest tissue in the human body, dental enamel, by using
highly organized micro architectural units of nanorod-like
calcium Hydroxyapatite crystals arranged roughly parallel to
each other. Nanotechnology is part of a predicted future in
which dentistry and periodontal practice may become more
high-tech and more effective looking to manage individual
dental health on a microscopic level by enabling us to battle
decay where it begins with bacteria. Construction of a
comprehensive research facility is crucial to meet the
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rigorous
requirements
for
the
development
of
nanotechnologies.
Microbivore nanorobots: These nanorobots would function
similarly to the white blood cells in our bodies, but they are
designed to be much faster at destroying bacteria. This type
of nanorobots should be able to eliminate bacterial infections
in a patient within minutes, as opposed to the weeks required
for antibiotics to take effect. Microbivore nanorobots are
designed so that antibodies attach to the particular bacteria
the robot is seeking. After bacteria attaches to an antibody, an
arm grabs the bacteria and moves it to the inside of the
nanorobot, where it’s destroyed. Bacteria is then discharged
into the bloodstream as harmless fragments.
Respirocyte nanorobots: These nanorobots would function
in a similar way to the red blood cells in our bodies; however,
they are designed to carry much more oxygen than natural
red blood cells. This design could be very useful for patients
suffering from anemia. These respirocyte nanorobots would
contain a tank in which oxygen is held at a high pressure,
sensors to determine the concentration of oxygen in the
bloodstream, and a valve that releases oxygen when sensors
determine that additional oxygen is needed.
Surgical nanorobots: Surgical nanorobots could be
introduced into the body through the vascular system or at the
ends of catheters into various vessels and other cavities in the
human body. A surgical nanorobot, programmed or guided
by a human surgeon, could act as an semiautonomous on-site
surgeon inside the human body. Such a device could perform
various functions such as searching for pathology and then
diagnosing and correcting lesions by nanomanipulation,
coordinated by an on-board computer while maintaining
contact with the supervising surgeon via coded ultrasound
signals.5
Medicinal nanorobots in gene therapy: Medical nanorobots
can readily treat genetic diseases by comparing the molecular
structures of both DNA and proteins found in the cell to
known or desired reference structures. Any irregularities can
then be corrected, or desired modifications can be edited in
place. In some cases, chromosomal replacement therapy is
more efficient than in cytorepair. Floating inside the nucleus
of a human cell, an assembler-built repair vessel performs
some genetic maintenance. Stretching a super coil of DNA
between its lower pair of robot arms, the nanomachine gently
pulls the unwound strand through an opening in its prow for
analysis. Upper arms, meanwhile, detach regulatory proteins
from the chain and place them in an intake port. The
molecular structures of both DNA and proteins are compared
to information stored in the database of a larger
nanocomputer positioned outside the nucleus and connected
to the cell-repair ship by a communications link. Irregularities
found in either structure are corrected and the proteins
reattached to the DNA chain, which re-coils into its original
form. With a diameter of only 50 nanometers, the repair
vessel would be smaller than most bacteria and viruses, yet
capable of therapies and cures well beyond the reach of
present-day physicians. With trillions of these machines
coursing through a patient's bloodstream, "internal medicine"
would take on new significance.
Cellular repair nanorobots: These little guys could be built
to perform surgical procedures more precisely. By working at
the cellular level, such nanorobots could prevent much of the
damage caused by the comparatively clumsy scalpel.
Nanorobots fight against cancer: Cancer can be
successfully treated with current stages of medical
technologies and therapy tools. However, a decisive factor to

determine the chances for a patient with cancer to survive is:
how earlier it was diagnosed; what means, if possible, a
cancer should be detected at least before the metastasis has
began. Another important aspect to achieve a successful
treatment for patients is the development of efficient targeted
drug delivery to decrease the side effects from chemotherapy.
Considering the properties of nanorobots to navigate as
bloodborne devices, they can help on such extremely
important aspects of cancer therapy. Nanorobots with
embedded chemical biosensors can be used to perform
detection of tumor cells in early stages of development inside
the patient's body. Integrated nanosensors can be utilized for
such a task in order to find intensity of signals. Therefore a
hardware architecture based on nanobioelectronics is
described for the application of nanorobots for cancer
therapy. Analyses and conclusions for the proposed model is
obtained through real time 3D simulation. Doctors hope to
use nanorobots to treat cancer patients. The robots could
either attack tumors directly using lasers, microwaves or
ultrasonic signals or they could be part of a chemotherapy
treatment, delivering medication directly to the cancer site.
Doctors believe that by delivering small but precise doses of
medication to the patient, side effects will be minimized
without a loss in the medication's effectiveness.
Parasite Removal: Nanorobots could wage micro-war on
bacteria and small parasitic organisms inside a patient. It
might take several nanorobots working together to destroy all
the parasites.
Nanorobots in gout treatment: Gout is a condition where
the kidneys lose the ability to remove waste from the
breakdown of fats from the bloodstream. This waste
sometimes crystallizes at points near joints like the knees and
ankles. People who suffer from gout experience intense pain
at these joints. A nanorobot could break up the crystalline
structures at the joints, providing relief from the symptoms,
though it wouldn't be able to reverse the condition
permanently.
Nanorobots break kidney stone: Kidney stones can be
intensely painful the larger the stone the more difficult it is to
pass. Doctors break up large kidney stones using ultrasonic
frequencies, but it's not always effective. A nanorobot could
break up a kidney stones using a small laser.6-7
ADVANTAGE
Ø The nano robotic future is very bright. Nano robotics is
developing faster day by day because of their usein medical
industries. They cure many senior ill patients and renew their
lives by the use of nano robotics. HIV,cancer and other harmful
diseases are also under progress for curing.
Ø Nanorobots will treat and find disease, and restore lost
tissue at the cellular level.
Ø Nanorobotic probes are mainly useful for monitoring,
diagnosing and fighting sickness.
Ø It will be able to monitor neuro-electric signals and
stimulate bodily systems.8
DISADVANTAGES
Ø Cluster of different nano robots with one another is harmful,
Ø Installation cost is high
Ø Maintenance is difficult.
APPLICATION
Ø Nanorobots are expected to provide remarkable
possibilities. An interesting utilization of nanorobots
may be their attachment to transmigrating inflammatory
cells or white blood cells, to reach inflamed tissues and
assist in their healing process.
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Ø Monitoring and controlling nutrient concentrations in the
human body, including glucose levels in diabetic patients
will be a possible application of medical nanorobots.
Ø Nanorobots might be used to seek and break kidney
stones. Another important possible feature of medical
nanorobots will be the capability to locate atherosclerotic
lesions in stenosed blood vessels, particularly in the
coronary circulation, and treat them either mechanically,
chemically or pharmacologically.
Ø Nanorobots will be applied in chemotherapy to combat
cancer through precise chemical dosage administration,
and a similar approach could be taken to enable
nanorobots to deliver anti-HIV drugs.
Ø To cure skin diseases, a cream containing nanorobots
may be used. It could remove the right amount of dead
skin, remove excess oils, add missing oils, apply the
right amounts of natural moisturizing compounds.
Ø A mouthwash full of smart nanomachines could identify
and destroy pathogenic bacteria while allowing the
harmless flora of the mouth to flourish in a healthy
ecosystem. Further, the devices would identify particles
of food, plaque, or tartar, and lift them from teeth to be
rinsed away.9-10
CONCLUSION
Nanorobots monitoring nutrient concentrations in a three
dimensional workspace is a possible application of
nanorobots in medicine, among other biomedical problems.
Nanorobotics has strong potential to revolutionize healthcare,
to treat disease in future. It opens up new ways for vast,
abundant research work. Nanotechnology will change health
care and human life more profoundly than other
developments. Consequently they will change the shape of
the industry, broadening the product development and
marketing interactions between Pharma, Biotech, Diagnostic
and Healthcare industries. Future healthcare will make use of
sensitive new diagnostics for an improved personal risk
assessment. Highest impact can be expected if those major
diseases are addressed first, which impose the highest burden
on the aging population: cardiovascular diseases, cancer,
musculoskeletal conditions, diabetes, and viral infections.
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